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Some questions will be raised during the session:   oí tl-t lurking Group 

in connexion with the technical and industri«! ¿.spoeta involved in the 

regional and subregional integration of the Lutin Ajtwno^ uu\. emotivo 

industry. 
It will be generally agreed that the automotive .mdus-r- -s a rather 

complex one comprising a great variety of specialised manufacturing end     . 

servicing branches and an intricate network of suppiie^-buye.« relationship«. 

Therefore, a profound knowledge of the nature of this industry is undoubtedly 

required to devise any plan or programme that can be put into practico,   Tb* 

organisation of the present Working Group has been arrived in orlar to   t 

clarify some òf the major questions provided by the ,-ludy 01 this industry» 

First, questions which arise in connexion with the study of the. automotive 

products should be examined, that is to say, the motor-vehicle and its 

parts laid components.    How can the many parts and components of the different 

types,, makes and modal« of vehicles be identified and classified?   WcuM it. 

be practical to classify these elements according to one single scheme valid 

for all kinds of vehicles or should a more flexible approach v<c  adopted? 

Apart from such definitions bein~ a starting point for a syst ©natie economic 

analysis, they »i*e required for a, whole complete serios of practical issue», 

such as the co-ordination of national eccnanic and fi so»! policies in the 

field of automotive industries among countries that desire to implement an 

Integration treaty or trade agreement«. 
•   It is also convenient to study the structure of the automotive 

industry, motor-vehicle as well as parts and components manufacture. 

Moreover, an insight has to be gained not only into the manufacturing 

iector, but also into the problems of vehicle and spare parts distribution, 

as well as into the relationship existing between the automotive industry 

end the other oranches of economic activities, eepeciaiiy these that supply 

materials and services,    if it is admittea that integration of iAtin American 

automotive markets and industries means the tying together of rpeeialiised 

»inufacturing operations which are spread over a large geop'?;>hical area, 

then it becomes important to distinguish operations which can t-c decentralised 

/iroih those 
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from thee which should be centralized.    Obviously, attention should be 

given not only to' the structure of the automotive industry, such as it 

«cists today in general throughout the world, but also to u more ideal 
point of vie* taking into account the present economic and social situati«» 

of the Latin American countries and their future requirements». 

It is generally admitted that production costs of vehicles and their 

parts and components are high in Latin America compared with established 

standards in the industrialized countries.   However, little research work 

has been carried out with a view to identifying and evaluating the factor« 

which contribute to the abnormal production costs in Latin American countritt. 

A study recently published by ADEFA in Argentina proposes a basic division 

between internal and external industrial factors influencing the foi*ati*l 

of costs in the automotive industry.   Kore specifically it has been 

recognised that the manufacturing cost'of vehicles in Latin America, is 

essentially a function of the size of the home market, content of locally 

produced components, variety of .types, makes and models of vehicles, 

variety of the iruin locally produced components, frequency of model or 

design changes affecting vehicles and local components and, last but not 

Xwrt, the cost of inputs of national as well as foreign origin for the 

established vehicle and parts and components manufacturers. • Since all of 

these variables are influenced in one way or another by government policies 

and company strategics, it would be interesting to analyse their tro» 

relationship in order to take it into account when formulating any proposal 

concerning regional integration of tho automotive industry or the exportai« 

of intra-regionul trade.   The aspects which would have to be taken into 

account to elaborate models for industrial complementation and expansion 

©f trade should be discussed at length by the Working Group.   Among the» 

for example, is the identification of those branohes and operations of 

the automotive industry which require certain scales of production in 

order to achieve low manufacturing costs.   To what extent does uniformity 

exist in the models manufactured and uarketed within Latin America by tha 

different companies, including model years and individual component 

specifications?   To what extent is such uniformity required when procuraaant 

of components is envisaged on * regional or even world-wide scale?   t&at 

/are the 
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*ra th« transport and inventory requirements which have to be U.kcn into 
account whan considering alternative models or forms of regional intégration? 
Obviously rational piai» of ragionai integration can only be Í ovulated if 
aaaniitgful answara ean be givw to the ufore-mentioned questions. 

A. ^ ntg and appraisal ,of 
WOT10 importane! 

Metor-vshielcs «r« aa©antially aesambly products comprisi^   ft larga 
of purti and components.   Moraover sach of these elements follows 

ssvaral ©tags© ©* ©Uboration from raw materials to semi-oluborated 
products, fiaiahad «owe©»«*« and vehicle sub-assamblies. people who work Jit 
ih« «tkMUw ia^rtiy a» ©f ©*»*•• v»ry familiar with th«sa different 
products and tha relationship «dating between them.   Many other people, 
esjong them tar owners, and technicians, huve also bear» interested in the 

set** vaiala «• m ©tij««t ®f study •** to**>7 •»* 8omc C8T om9VB f*°l ltkt 

"salf msitt »a»» and attend to tha •ainfeammee and repair of their cars 
thlitlTTT    However, »ora than a layman's knowledge of the motor-vehicle 

' aa a technical prodoot doaa not always exist in may public agencies and 
institutions who have advisory or executive authority in 

with the dofinition or implementation of economic and fiscal 
Potista* siagli at tha development of the local motor-vehicle industry and 

it» markets. . 
,    •    QA tha othar hand, Ih© axisting lega framework in several Latto 
Hurt fin oowtrias shows that more and more definitions ara being adoptad 
on the Tariffile ©tag©© of vehicle assembly and on their parts and components. 
This ia illustrated by tha procedures applying to Import control, the list 
.#f components item» domestic procurement is obligatory and to some extent 
av tha *©*•• tfffttn^ng tha national content percentage.   However useful for 
tha Uw maker and public aoministrator a knowledge of the motor-vehicle as 
a taehnical ani siiaaHy product may be, he also requires s fair knowledge 
of tha aeonomio vaina ©f tha diffarant parts and components of the motor- 

. vehicle.   Soma of tha national ©entant rulas are based on value rsther than 
on weight integration of locally produced parts and components.   The 
asehangs of automotive parta between argentina and Chile is in operation 
an a compensatory basis of exports for imports and requires the assessment 

/of the 
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ef thi value of the porti whioh oro oxohongod.   Finally it chouM ne recoiled 
thut the aim of the prêtent IßU/lM probet is to évaluât« the îureseeablo 

magnitude of benefits which wottM ••««• to •lt«m*tive foima of rogiomil 
and »aorogiooiil integration «* *• outomotive industry in Latin America, 
Evidently this Utk tie» rotjuiroo gaining * fair taiowlodco of valu#s 
eorresponding te the ¿ifforont «itoaotive products. 

!• 
hVtffci%fl0EB@HflR     Qf 

i T^f»«**'1*'' WW* iti 

Sea* reasons havo boon ilvm obovo for which definitienf relativo) to 

porto snd components oro required. Inoro ATO of eouro© »any wogrt Ift what* 
vehicle porto Mi componente M OS oWüified. CAIO of the» is to brook • 
vehicle prototyps into ffcnetieiioA onito on* to identify nil mi& el*ao*Éi 
belonging to ths MM unit. Aeee.*ly ports ant finished exponent« mm 

thtn be analysed «J* group«* eeeording lo their eorrôsponding scnd-ole*e«e*e* 

products, re* istitOfloU má tbo Isshnolofic^l processes intervening in their 

«enufuctur*. 
It If not intonasi net* t© prsssnt «a elaborate liei of eowp oliente it 

to incite ths participants of tna -Torkin« Qroup to express their vie*t o* 

Ito eer**otno*i or eos§l*teneiO of such * list.   It is proposed rtthtr to 
work on ths definition of sen* basic criteria which should guido tht 

elaboration of «ft? ©lassifieiitien scheme of p*rts mû cmymmtê in 
connexion with ths purpoes fot «taon it io used, sin«e it i« resonáis«« 
that the fom end tho detail of « spocifio classificuticn my vary considerably 

in eaoh individual AOJO*   Sa the first testone« it will be f«*nd that m 
some OHM« a unifom terminology applicable to all types el vehicles *igbt 
be convenisnt fer tho sake of simplicity whereas in other cutm it «âgtit 
bo preferable to adopt a difforont elaseification terminology for each 
•«perito type of vehicle.   Consequently, tho élaboration of a eleofifteaÉêA 
terminology of parts and components should begin with a définitif of the 

various types of vehicles to which it would appi/. 
Which It tho vuriety of vehicles that could be considered in this 

respect?   Tho correct answer to this question depend , as already mentioned, 

en the purpose for which ultlitotely tho classif'ication tools ur* to ho used, 
but some basic considerations can be stated here.   A principle which should 

/always govern ,1 
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^ V-l >•   -J alwtyt |ov«ri\ tho «labomtion of *ny de; 
forfeit«, it that ©«oh au ia©tr*t©nt biuev : 
that it etn e© applica in gtfitrul §nd on th 
§uffi©i©ntly ©lëborftta ta wàer to ©• fle;<  » •. t 

. which is often 
) oimplô IR ordtr 
,   it  !»U©t  b© 

lied io individuel 

Ä© following f©aturü ©**J4 bt consiv    a ,,  àìint diff©r«nt 

v©id«U typ©w 
S»   ?*ri©tia© accordine t* piwpo»» or UüC; 

(A) P»»»©n*,©r «ift 
(b) Joep« 

(e) pick-up* 

(a) Trucks 
(«) »it©« 

(f) Special purp©»© v©hi©le§ 
ti«   ¥*ri©ti©e aoeoNteg %• *Jlm layout of Ute ;aain osfrtwaiatl ptfttt 

(a) Stesili©! 
(1) Front 

(ii) Roar 
(ili) Und©r-flo©e »©unt©d 

ffc) Drivoi 
(1) front txl* 

(il) Re*/ «xi© 
(ili) Two «al©© 

IS. ftalati©© *«CO«ttai %• ifcM»i© tícs^n: 

(a) Fr**© typ© ehtMii 
(») Pilfor» typ© ch*»iii 
(•) Body incorporât©* ehaeei« (seif-^w-"^^ body) 

IV, Hri©U©© »CCOrÄftg t© th© typer of :.u;r^r,iûn; 

(a) front who©l ©uapaniion 

(1) Rigid «al© 
(U) Ind©p©nd©nt an©p©nèion 

(II) R©ar wh©«l «u©p«n©ion 

(1) Rigid ©xi© 
(li) Ind©p«nd©nt ©utpsngion 

f»   V©ri«tice according to th© number of axles (In the e**© if 

buso© and ©p©©i*l p»?p©©© vehicles). /Yhf coaMi^u©» 

.L 
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The combination of the different features and varieties, would 
theoretically give rise to a large number of individuel vehicle typne, but 

ao it will b© rcccenised tao number of types which actually exist is 

fortunately very ir.uch smaller. 
' Similar distinguishing features could be found when each subiigs©Al|r 

or m¿or part of a vehicle is considered and a list of optatami e^uipaient 
eould siso be drawn,   lis this wsy, ft set of parts and continents 
Bo»encletur©8 could be genérate* which would apply to each of the raodol« 
of vehicles assembled in the different Latin American oountrj.es.   At píese**, 
parts and components terainolefly applied by the fiscal • ¿oneics varies 
considerably frora one country to another ar.ci swisetiaer. with!» the ©«*• 
country,   Undoubtedly the implementation of any r^Sonal or üufer-egiautl 
integration sehe©« of the Latin America automotive industry vfiU require 
SOM standardisation of the legal framework and fiscal procedure* relative 
to this industry and conafejuently also of the t*itair*©l©äf end cleeeif icatleti 

of parts and components. 
Sut it will be found that «seaubldd ports and fin l oh ed eosf¿onenta 

are not the only products in the automotive industry.   According to the 
stages of the Manufacturing process» row Mattrials mid se&i-eiabornted 
products can be distinguished and it is interesting to note that sten/ ©f tfce) 
finished eospononts can be traced to a co^on origin in form of semi- 
elaborated productr. or raw raateriala.    It mutt also be bvme in mind that 
many of the finished corapoiwnte and eoaii-elfcborated products arm typically 

procured from outside of the automotive industry thus simplifyir^ to seat 
extent the elaboration of a product torminoloc;' and classification seNna, 

At this stage of the report some criteria should b« defined to whieb 
a useful product terminology should conform: 

(a) Any of the parties involved in the development of the eutoiaoUve 

industry « Manufacturers as will as government agencies - should he lu ft 
condition to identify easily and dearly any product which they handlet 

(b) A classification acheme should show clearly which components 
belong to a cerUin assembly unit or system and vice-versa, or in oilier 

words, which elements belong to a certain set§ 
(c) nie form and degree of elaboration of any product terminology 

should be geared to the purpose for which they «re intended to be used| 
however, it should be standardised, as fur as possible, according to tee 
terminology used among the countries which envisage an integration of their 
automotive markets. • /2. Composition 
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2«   Cctcnwitipj-. of venielss by wciritt una value of their 

National ii tegrútion content has beer; m;.inly measured in Latin A&terlcin 

countries by earring either the weight or the value of the .locally produced 

parts And components with the total ones of tl « vehicle.    Each of the two 

Measures h*ve been applied more or less succensitiily and it is not intended 

her* feo plead in favour of ont or another eyet*u  It should only be rscallod 

that the weight system hüs the obvious advantage that the weight of a part 

ten tee easily checked by anyone, whereas "the value of a pert is a 

controversial point,   to the other hand, the weight of a part haü no clear 

economic meaningv slnca the v»lue/wei#it ratio varies widely between producta 

according to materials and technologie? used in their manufactures and other 

factor».    Hcviever,  the weight'of a par% may suggest some economic meaning 

to a qualified expert, but generally full specifications besides weight 

are required in these cases.    Aa anyone raight bo aware, the value of parts 

and components cannot be assessed by „heir price alone, since many parts 

and components are not marketed in the form of originili equipment and for   , 

those parts which are, the market mechanism works in a defective v.'uy duc tô 

the structure peculiar to the wutomotive industry.    It should therefore be 

recognized that the valué of ptrts and components can pri.uariXy be assessed 

by the iiUtoLiotiv« industry only, ünd i.^reover on u comprehensiva basis by 

* the vehicle nuinufucturer   «lone. 

On the basis of which criteri* should the value of u part or component 

be therefore established?   Which price or cost i¿ to bo considered for a 

complete vehicle which is the basis of comparison for measuring the "national 
oontent value" of a locally assailed vehicle?   The second question io susier 

to answer than the first one since the price of vehicles can be more easily 

obtained than that of their parts and components.    In order that the price 

given for a certain vehicle be meaningful it must be stated whether it is 

the wholesale or list price, whether it is e;:-factory, fob or cif port of 

Importing country, and whether the vehicle is a built-up, serai-knocked down 

or completely knocked-down unit.   Regarding the parts and components, their 

value could be established on the basis of tht omission cost or otherwise 

the cost of the kits which are imported for local assembly.    The difficulty 

liM in the fact that concerning individual parts and comDonent& Wiese coots 

/are generally 
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are ^onerally not recordad on bills or other documents which are readily 

available.    Furthermore, these costs may vary from cue country to another 

for the sane part accordine to the expenses involved in assembling the »cita, 

and because in some cases these costs include charges which are not directly 

related to the cust of rcanufacturing and supplying the part.    Possibly the 

»Ost objective way of establishing the value of parts and components would 

be to refer to the manufacturer's standard or target cost.    However, it 

will be generally sustained that this cost would also vary to u certain 

extent according to geographic location, since input costs for comnodity 

prices differ considerably even between the major vehicle manufacturing 

countries or regions such as the united States, Western Europe end Japan* 

In spite of these obst teles, consideration should be given to the 

importance of having available comparative cost data for a rationalisation 

of the future development of the automotive industry in Latin America*    A 

general target of this development is to reduce the present level of 

production and distribution costs, and in some countries to avoid a general 

and permanent extraordinary increase of these costs in connexion with the 

creation of new manufacturing facilities.   Consequently, some means imisfc 

be created to evaluate the relativo efficiency or inefficiency of different 

manufacturing activities.    In addition, the promotion of trade between 

Latin American countries requires the recognition and development of 

procurement opportunities outside of different countries and an objective 

means to achieve this is obviously by comparison of input costs and commodity 

prices.    Due to great structural differences between Latin American countries 

and given the objectives of their national development policies, a balance 

of the trade currents corresponding to automotive products might be required 

under some circumstances as a pre-requisite to an integration of thoir 

markets. However, the balance should not be established by considering 

the actual commodity prices in each of the trade partners but rather the 

cost of alternate procurement on the world market. 

It will be admitted by everyone that this matter is a complex one and 

that any solution to the problem which has been set forth might have far- 

reaching conséquences.   The discussions of the participants in the Working 

Group might therefore be highly beneficial for clarifying the alternate 

issues and for finding a balanced solution. 

/B. Ranfie 
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B,   Ranfie of raniifacturim and other economic activitiea performed *¡y 
j^ mitn^ttve industry and Its patterns of cpecl&lisajaon 

ïhe autocptive industry manufacturée a groat variety of products, use« 

many different materials and services and performs an extensive range of manu- 

facturing and other economic activities.   Since the aim of the present 

ECU/MB research project is to evaluate the prospects and to sst forth 

possible forms of regional integration in the latin American automotive 

industry, it has been felt that this industry should be clarly defined 

according to the rango of products primarily nanufaotured, and the other 

'economic activities which it normally performs should also be reca31ed» 

Furthermore, keeping in rf.nd that in the context of this working paper the 
autoaotive industry has been considered as being formed of tv» »ore elementary 

industries, motor-vehicle manufacturers and parts and components raanufac- 

turers, the same criteria of identification applied to the major industry 

should also be applied to both branch industries. 
Definitions in this field would also be of considerable practical value 

in connexion with the administration of fiscal incentives to the automotiira 
industry in Latin Acerica,   Tho public official should be given the appro- 

priate procedures which would allow him to decide objectively which manu- 
facturing activities should be encouraged and which should not«   In addition, 
it would be desirable for all parties concerned v.lth the automotive industry 

to be able to consult published records giving d' tails on the administrativa 
and technical requirements that have to be fulfilled by a firm in order to 

qualify for incentives granted for instance in connexion with the establish- 

ment of a now plant, the manufacture of a new produst range or exports of 

automotive products, and so on» 
It will be remembered that in classification manuals of industrial 

activities, such as those published by the statistical offices of the 

countries or of the international organisations, an industry or group of 

industries is defined by a set of products called primary products of that 

industry«   Accordingly an industry is formed by all industrial istablishnsntl 

/manufacturing these 
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nar.ufacturing tftaso products and conforming t© * standard oí specialisation» 
The specialization ratio of an industrial establishment it then defined M 

the ratio of the value of its annual production of oU primary producta 

relative to the same industry or industry group to the valu» of its total 

annual production. 
As it can be sean in figur© 1, tha pttaary product« oorroopordlng to 

the automotive industry as a group, a« wall a© to tha n»t©fMraMela *»#i«tif 
taken individually ara complet« motor vahiolaa, apar« parte and accesa©?!©©, 

and kits of original equipment 1er the a«senbly of uptor vehieles i» otti«1 

countries.   The commodity Botor-iraMeia include« passenger oar«, jeep«, 

pick-ups, trucks, buss«, special-purpose vehicles, and chassie 1er tie© Ü9M 

last types of vehicles« 
Primary products of tha parta and components industry Includa the«« 

eoamodities which are manufactured by «pecialited e»tabli«hraents, apart 

from ths uotor~vehicle industry, with tha additional condition that the«« 

establishments account for a mjor part cf * country»« total volume ©f 

production corresponding to ih© «jan© product©«   Hi© rati© of the speciali»©* 

establishments1 output of primary product« I© a oov*ttry»« total production 
volume relative to the same predict« la usually referred to aa the coverage 

ratio of the particular industry.   Thus it could be specified for instance 
that a certain «mirodity has I© be considered a primary product of the part© 

and components industry, if it earn be shown that all specialized establish- 
ments, independent of tha Motor ••vehicle incHwtry, account for nor« tha» half 

of a country1© output relativ© to tha ©MM cotsaodlty.   It should b« noted, 
nowever, that the International Standard Induatrial Claaaification publi«h©á 
by the Unitati Nötions claaaifi«« under «eparat« induatry «roups «eat 
automotive parts and oomponenta auoh a« tyre© and tribe© which obviously ar© 
manufactured by «pedali aed «stablishffi ant a» 

However useful the©« definition« mitftt be in the Industriallted regione 

of the world, it will be found that they ar© ©f Utile practical val»© when 

they should be applied to the actual situation in the Latin American 

countries, where the automotive industrie« are, ani mûf ir. «os» of the larger 
countries, Juat «merging fro» it© infant sta««,   Hin welWchoji fact 

Mgure 2 
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that there are relatively few establishments specialized in the manufacture 

of automotive parts and components in most Latin American countries that 

manufacture or assemble vehicles.   Furthermore, detailed product statistica 

are lacking in Latin America and if they do exist they would be of relatively 
little value since they would only show the past or present picture of an 
industrial pattern which in some countries is still evolving «bile in others 

it is changing quickly and sometimes quite unexpectedly. 

For the sane reasons it would not be appropriate to use the existing 
patterns of the industrialised countries as an absolute no del for the 
Latin American countries«   Kot only do current economic and industrial 
conditions in these countries differ widely from one to another, but it 
must also be kept in sand that some economic policy-makers in Latin Asterie* 
beli «ve that the laitomotive industry should mak«? an effort to adopt a struc*» 

ture which mt#it suit to some extent the particular situation of their 

countries.   It cannot be overlooked that such reasoning mi cht not predomif 
nate during the formulation of future trade or sectoral complementation 

agreements on a regional or subregional scale« 
On the other hand, it should not be forgotten that due to tho invest» 

aent and licensing strate^ of many international firms a specialized part 

and component industry could not be created in Latin America without the ala 

of foreign capital investment«   this fact obviously generates a trend toward 
the reproduction of the patterns of epeotaliaation existing in the indus- 
trialised countries.   Nevertheless, it should also be recognised that in many 

Latin American countries the manufacture of automotive parts and components 
has been initiated by local finis as part of a diversification programme 
into the automotive field« 

Ine latter fact should be taken into consideration when a definition Is 
coined   to Identify the parts and components industry in latín America in 

connexion with sectoral complementation agreements«   Formerly, industry has 
been ¿«fined as a group of specialised industrial establishments, where 
establishment means a geographically or physically separate unit«   It is 

/believed however« 
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bolieved however, that the concept of industry could be widened in tho 

Latin American case in order to include ao their elementary urlts the 

specialized manufacturing units or departments of non-specialised establish 
menta or companies providing that these departments keep separate records 
of inventory and of accounting»   This last condition is obviouply a requisite 
for & clear raeasuremait of the specialization ratio applying to the elementary 

manufacturing unito which have been defin&d.   It is also a requisite for 

establishing the coverage ratio of the industry specialized in the manufacture 

ot parts end components« 
Table 1 shows a tentative example of a pattern of specialisation in the 

parts and components industry«   Over twenty specialised part a and components 

industries have been identified«   The designation of each Industry Identifies 

the primary products of that industry.   In this way also an example is being 
given of what could be defined as the parts and components inciur.Uy as a 
whole. 

It will be noted that all primary products listed in the aforfwr/.-ntioned 

table are finished products, that is to say products not requiring any 
machining operation before being assembled.   The ajotor-vehiclô industry, as 

well as the parts and cocponents Industry itself, procures from the market 
lÄigr other finished products as well as sera-finished products end raw 

materials.   The suppliers of these products figure in the metallurgical and 

mechanical industries as well as in a number of ethar manufacturing industrie*« 

Annex I lists these industries together vdth the main products supplied to 

the automotive industry«   These industries are often referred to as the 
supporting industrias or industrial infrastructure when the feasibility of 

creating an  automotive industry in a new country is discussed«   They also 

include aost industries which are in a subcontracting position in relation to 
the motor-vehicle industry, which means that they manufacture according to 

the specifications of the motor-vehicle industry without owing patents, trade 
marks or license rights* 

f ¿ftOsL€> •§• 
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Table 1 

EXAMPXS Of A PATORN OP SPECIAMZATHHÏ IH TSE PAHÏS AHB OOHPCiSSTS OTUSŒI 

Functional unit of 
ite motor-vehicle 

»igltie 

Shrine oompononts 

Industry designation 

••*••••••••• 

Manufaeturs of diesel engines 
(for rootor-^ehiolee) 

Msnufaetur© of piste» «nd 
pintón, pins 

Other markets supplied by 
the specialised industry 
besides the autoRtotivo 
industry «nd its maria»to 

Manufacture of agricultural 
tractor«, »aterialii     • 
handling equipment, earth 
aoving «achinory, «to« 
Jlanufacture of dies«! And 
gasoline engines in 
general and eesppeseors. 

fingine fuel and air 
intake cysto» 

Manufacture of piston ring« 
Manufacturo of valves 
Manufacture of friotion 
bearing» 
Manufacture of earburottors 
and fuel pumpa 
Manufacture of injection puape 
and nestele 
Manufacture of tar filter» 

engine lubrioation syst«   Manufacture of lubrioanti 
Pompo and oil end foil filtere 

stogine cooling ayate» 
Tran ani sei on and poner 

train 

Manufacture of radiator« 
Manufacture of trensoissione 
(•anual and automat io tranañ*) 

Manufacture of olutohes 
Manufacture of differential 
gears, propulsion shaft« A* 

X&ea 

Ids» 

Manufacture of diosel and 
gasoline anginen 

Manufaoture of diosei and 
gasoline engines in 
genoral and ooaprossors 

Manufaoture of agrioultursl 
tractors, materials 
OÄenpeeissiejtesoBiBn   ^pj«ASÄe*gpei'iPwS> w •    ^P^Pï* ees 

•oving aaohinery, «to« 
Ids* 

WÊÊÊ 
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Table 1 (oont.) 

tm KwV w • ^PSOWNS»    ÍM»S><S* w SS*     ^S"»» 

-UM motor-vehioles 

Storing syst«* 

«Mil 

mtoi11oil 

Industry designation 

Manufactura of steering 
neohanaeas 

Manufaoturo of steering 
columns 

Manufactura of steering bars 

Manufacture of spinge 

Manufacture of shook abseifet» 

Manufacture of brakes 

Manufacture of linings for 
brakes and dutches 

Manufacture of wheels 

Manufacture of bodies, driver 
osteins and containers for 
truoks, buses and speoial 
purpose vehicles 

Manufacture of dashboard 
instruments, indicators and 
switches 

Manufacture of spark plug« 

Manufacturo of lamps (head 
lights, indioator -Urcpo, eta«) 

Other markets nupplioA by 
the specialized industry 
besides the automotivo 
industry and its markets 

Nanu facturo of agricultural 
traotors materials 
handling r,quipe:ont, earth 
moving machinery f sto» 

Idem 

Ida» 

Idem 

Idem 

Iden 

Idem 

Idem 

Idem 

Idem 

Manufacture of automotive 
electrical equipment (starter 
rooters, dynamos and generators, 
voltage regulators, circuit 
brakers and ignition 
distributors, ignition ooils, 
aceoustical horns and wiper 
motors) 

Manufacture* of die sol 
gasoline engines in 
general 

Manufacture of agricultural 
traotors, mato rials 
handling equipment, earth 
Moving machinery, other 
transportation equipment, 
oto» 

Manufacture of diesel and 
gasoline engines in general, 
agricultural traotors, 
»ateríais handling 
equipment, earth moving 
machinery, other 
transportation equipment, 
oto* 

/Cooing now 
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Coming now to the non-manufacturing activities performed by the 

automotive industry, it should just briefly ee recognized that the motor- 

vehicle industry keeps quite a tight control over the distribution of 

vehicles.   The motor-vomde industry also assures the availability of 

spare parts, which is an important factor in order to avoid a tco fast 

product obsolescence, and it controls the spare part market to some extent 

since it competes in this jaarket with the independent manufacturers of parts 

and components.    There appears to be some evidence that in the industrialised 

countries the motor-vehicle manufacturers have diversified their operation« 

in the manufacture of certain parts and components in order to gain a • 

greater control in the spare parts markets.   It would be beneficial for 

the working group to discuss additional aspects related to the distribution 

of vehicles, such as the after-sales service and the financing of installaient 

plants, where the motor-vehicle manufacturéis play a major role, 

C   identification and appraisal of the technical and economic 
•factors toflwraiaa the production post s in, the 

Latin Amoricah automotive industry 

It is a well-known fact that the production costs of motor-vehicles 

in Latin American countries are much higher than the corresponding costs in 

the industrializsed countries,    furthermore, it is evident that with few 

exceptions the production costs of parts and components are also relatively 

high.   Although the factors influencing the elevation of production costs 

are more or less known in a qualitative manner, there reigns cuite a bit 

of confusion as to their quantitative contribution in the distortion of the 

©est picture.   In very general terms it could be said that the high costs 

can be traced down to three basic factors: (a) The peculiar economic and 

industrial structure of the Latin American countries; (b) Government 

economic and fiscal policiesj  (c) Company F> mtegy oí' the international 

firms operating In Latin America} (d) Company strategy of the locally-owned 

firms of the automotive industry.   It should be noted that the first factor 

Is in reality a situation which is only subject to gradual change, whereas 

the other three factors influence each other mutually*   Consequently, an 

understanding of the reasoning and behaviour characteristic to vhe position 

/supported by 
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supported by each of the three parties involved is necessary in order to 
put forward any viable proposal aiming at in traregi on¿>l tr:*de expansion or 
market integration. 

In connexion with this subject the participant o of the Working Group 
should be referred to two very interesting documents: 
(a) ADEFA, Asociación de Fábricas de Automotores en la Argentina, published 
a report "La Industria Automotriz Argentina * Informe Económico 1969"   which 
is based on an inodited study on the factors distorting the formation of 
prices in the Argentine automotive industry.   In this study! which war. 
conducted under the co-ordination of Dr. Gino Miniati, Director of Fiat 

Concordi the principal parts and components manufacturing associations of 
the country also participated.   This research work constitutes a most serious 
attempt to identify in detail and appraise in quantitative terms the 
various conditions and factors influencing the production coot and consumer 
prlo« of motor-vehicles manufactured in Argentina. 
(b) A doctoral thesis submitted by Dr. Ruasell Martin Morro to the 
Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy with the title "The Bole of Extrazonally 
Controlled Multinational Corporations in the Process of Establishing a      .   . 
Ragionai Latin American Automotive Industry! A Case Study of Brasil, An 

extract of this thesis has been published as Information Document N* 2 as 
a background paper for the meeting of the Working Group. 
(e)     A doctoral thosis submitted by Mr, C. Sicard to the «Faculté de Droit 
•t des Sciences Economiques de Paris" in October 1966, with the title 
»Study of Problems Related with the Establishment of Motor-Vehicle Industries 
im Developing Countries". An extract of this thesis has been published at 
Infornatici! Document N* 12 as a background paper for the meeting of the 
Working Group. 

(i)     »Factors that distort prists in the Argentine Motor Vehicle Industry», 
presented by "Fiat Concord" and which is based on a study about «Factors 
that distort costs structure in the Argentine Kotor-Vehide Industry«, 
this study has been publishsd as Information Document Nf 1? as a 
background paper for the meeting of thé Working Group. 

/îhe •conomic 
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The economic and  industrial P¡.ru;*óur*- of  one Ut in Ar,K.rica.i ccuatrles 

8hou3d a.* bs prioUy exposed to discussion,    AS *¡ general lcüUr<; of these 

countries i*   is apparent that altnouf^  s::-:  -f iA-     are quite populous 

countries,  their per c.p.ta income is low an ci th «-sfora their motor-vehicle 

markets arc-, very tx.hxl comparée to the average inJut-lriaiiaed ».c-.unM-y. 

Morof.vf-r, mort ûountr..?s nave- e3ittbii¿r:eü Ui-'.i p.-ulectivc  bairi-v.-." around 

their frontiers in order to foster industrialization.    This policy has 

resulted in a. generally high price-level for semi-elaborated ani b^sic raw 

materials,  sucn at: iron and steel products, whj.cn account foi & lar&e 

proportion of the raw materials consumed by the automotive industry. 

Furthermore, the protective policy has resulted in many cases in the crsatlflB 

of production plante whose scales of operation are too craall as compared 

to the scales normally required for economic Operations.    These negative 

factors could not be totally offset   by lower cost ratee for labour in 

Latin America and since the products of some industries are raw materials 

and suppUes to othe- industrie», high production coats have been spread 

'throughout trie latin Arserican econorJ.es,    Hereby even industries *ni«o art 

operating relatively efficiently yênm compared to international standards 

have lost their potential possibility of selling to export markets.    On tht 

other handi  pince import duties mu other rotated fiscal charges are 

generally high also for raw materials, both national end Íoreign-Kourcsd 

raw materials and supplies hi«ve high prices.    Many industries in Latin 

America are not yet fully integrated, *s i« the case of the iron and 

steel industry already mentioned,  or still in an infant stage of growth; 

and this fact also contributes to the formation of a high cost level» 

This group of industries has to invest heavily in infrastructures« msnpower 

training and must in many instances auto-finance   heir own plant expansion 

and integration progranraes.   In order to finance these charges, the gross 

profit rates are in some cases relatively high, hereby also contributing 

to an inflation of costs and prices. 

after having taken a quick insight into the general economic and 

industrial conditions affecting the production cost3 of vehicles in Latin 

America, a closer view should be taken of the mere particular conditions 

which, as formerly stated, are influenced by specific government policies 

and company strategies in the field of the automotive industry»   These 

/conditions can 
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oondittona can be defined in connexion with the market size of each country, 
as follows: 

(a) Annual volume cf local production of motor vehicles for the acnestic 
market; 

(b) National integration conter.t of parts and components; 

(e) Magnitude of exports of vehicles and parts and components as compared 
to the production for national consumption, as well as the conditions under 
which these exports are made; 

(d) Number of manufacturing companie a or variety of makes and brands 
manufactured considering separately »«tor vehicles ani their main parts and 
component»} 

(e) Model diversification and standardization of parts and components! 
(f) Frequency and depth of model change and of specifications relative to 
main parts and components« 

It should be noted that the first three of the listod conditions 
are loainly uncir government control, whereas the last ones are influenced 
substantially both by governments and automotive companies. 

When the government of a Latin American country has adopted a 

programmo for developing a national automotive industry, the import of 
couplet e vehicles has been severely restricted to the extent that the local 
motor-vehicle manufacturers could dispose of almost the entire domestic 
market,    A few countries, however, have been less restrictive in the Alport 

of trucks and buses at least at the beginning of their automotive 
development programmo.   Furthermore, new companies who would start 
Banufacturing in s country in many cases were allowed tc import during an 

initial period complete CKD sets for local asstrobly in order tc dispose of 
• lead time to develop local supply sources of parts and components.   A 
general feature of the government policies, was however to canpel the 
companies to incorporate progressively & higher percentage of locally produced 

oonponsnts into their markets. 
the) national integration content of parts and components is another 

of the conditions which determine basically the cost level of motor vehicles. 
411 tati» American countries manufacturing motor vehicles comply their 
manufacturers to fulfill a certain content-level.   Unfortunately, the way 
in which the national content is measured varies frost country to ecuntry, 
Asking therefore, a direct and precise comparison between the countries 
impossible.   Moreover, the compliance with a national integration content 

/applies in 
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applies in some countries to the whole of the automotive industry, including 

the parts and components industry, whereas in other countries only to the 

motor-vehicle manufactura.    Nevertheless, it could be said in general 

terms that in Argentina and Brazil the automotive industry is almost 

entirely integrated fror, a national point of view arid the other countries» 

content-level is considerably lover. 
Some countries consider also parts and components imported from other 

LAFTA countries as "national" in connexion with the local contait 

requirements.    In Chile, a large proportion of parts counted es '«national* 

are in reality made in other LAFTA countries.    A few countries have also 

established lists of components whose incorporation to locally* assembled 

vehicles is obligatory.   It is felt that a comparison of the national 

integration content achieved by thè different countries would be required 

in accordance with the objectives of the joint. ECU/IBB study.    It is hoped 

that the studies which have been cosai sei oned on the situation of the 

automotive industries in different countries and which, as it is expected, 

will be presented to the Working Group, should provide the necessary 

information. 
The magnitude of experts of vehicles and their parts and componenti 

as compared to the production for national consumption has apparently 

only been of significance in the case of Chile,    As it is known, this 

country imports parts and components from other LAFTâ countries and, as ha» 

Just been mentioned, considers then* in connexion with the establishment of 

the content value as •national«', if these imports are compensated by 

exports of parts and components manufactured in Chile.   Although the export 

ratio is actually of little significance in the .Latin American automotive 

industry, it will increase its importance in the fut .re as a response to 

regional and subregional integration efforts as well as export promotion 

policies.   The new legislation adopted by Mexico in the field of automotit« 

industry development may illustrate this case. 

Finally, the last three conditions listed at the beginning of this 

chapter should be considered in connexion with the identification of 

factors influencing the cost of vehicles.   As it will be recalled, these 

conditions refer to the mmber of manufacturers operating in a country, 

model diversification, frequency of model change, and so on, which are 

/basically established 
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basically established by botri govern er. t policies and company stratct:n:s.. 

In ail the Lst:- American countries who :i ai .facture nctor vcíuclív,   ,T ars 

starting to manufacture them, the. establishment of a manufacturing piur.t is 

subject to gove.-nment autnorization*    The individual aspcrts of the policies 

appliei by different .governments may v<»ry, but it can be saiü th.»t vi+u a 

few exceptions these policies have been quite liberal,  allowing * nc 

establishment of a nuruber of manufacturing piar»ts which ia relatively large 

when compared to the sise of the individual markets,  especially with r«gord 

to the markets of the smaller Latin American count rice.    Before the manufacture 

of motor-vehicles started in the different countries, an extensive variety of 

marks and brands were marketed, ana consequently,- in most cases gov --rr.n-.er.ta 

heve felt inclined to accept any manufacturer or the manufacture «»:•* ¿ny oaks 

that would conform to a set of ainiaua conditions or agree to certain 

conditions of plant localization«   The only excépticas in this situatioa 

constitute Colombia and recently also Peni, for these countries clearly aim 

to restrict the number of motor-vehicle manufacturers from the very beginning« 

But, as previously stated» most countries have been considerably flexibU 

regarding the admission of manufacturers in their territory, possibly In the 

hope that competition between them <.toula force some comparées oat- cf the 

market.    To some extent these h^; e:> have been iulfilled in the case oi 

Argentina and Brazil, and also m Chile»  in the latter case, nov*ever, at 

the expense of the locally-owned firm».    In Mexico,  the £cverrw.«r;t has 

favoured plants of concentration affecting several motor-vshicle firms. 

However, it seems that these plans have not yet reached the stage of 

Implementation.   On the other hand, Mexico, as well as some other   auntrUs, 

has restricted the number of specialised parts «aid components m«¿f.ufacturftrs 

in its territories. 

The policies directed towards & restriction of the mur-ber of ooaponiet 

aanufactuii ng mot or-vehicle» or certain parts and components appeal frs a 

technical point of view taking into account the size of the local ^¡rketg 

en one hand, and en the other, tho plant scales required for economic 

operation.    However, the difficulties lie in their for» of íJT.¿ lemcittatioa. 

The economic poli'i-r in Latin America have traditionally btc.-. inspisod in 

liberal doctrines, that is to say the establishment of general UgU. 

/conditions for 
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conditions for industrialization and the approval of any investment proposal 

complying with these norms.   If, however, the numoer of fires which would 

be allowed to operate in a field is fixed from tho beginning, they we; Id 

then be admitted to the market and to a syst an which would grant equttl 

rights aun establish ^ual conditions to everybody.    The recuit issuer in 

Colonia anu Peru regarding this question might appeal to suae par tier, and 

his firmly rejected by others.    Iß ar*y c«se, tile int*rue¡;er¿dencc betv/cen 

motor-vehicle development poli»/ and foreign investment policy must not be 

forgotten and no hasty conclusions should bo drawn fro» experiment^ the 

results of which are yet to be seen. 
The variety of different types and Models oí vehicles which shou3A 

be mariai to ctured in a country in order not to surpass a certain level of 

production costs and, at the same time, to satisfy consumer needs reasonably, 

is another probi«« frequently discussed in Latin America,   Iren the coopany 

strategies differ in this respect between individuiti international firma. 

Whereas some firms prefer to concentrate on one Market sector only and to 

manu facture only one, «ria any casa a limited number of vehicle types and 

models,   others follow a strategy of diversification.    In the market sector 

of passenger cars» the offer of the international liras is also adaptée to 

the operating conditions and oonauaer habit* in their hone country.   Vp to   • 

now, American cars have been big cars» and European and Japanese cars, snaüar. 

fti the countries ¿ust mentioned, the decision of model diversification can 

be taken by each firm because thia is in accordance with the competitive 

character of these markets.   A wrong decision made by a firn in this sense 

is paid for dearly and sight signify its disappearance   from the market. 

In the highly protected markets of the Latin American countries where, 

moreover, the manufacture of motor-vehicles depends strongly on the 

international firms, the rules of the game are somewhat different and, 

consequently, the question arises whether some sort of government intervention 

is not beneficial to the final, consumer.   However, some fundamental question* 

are the following:   to what extent does a multi-model programs of a brand 

influence the production costs as compared to the possibility of manufacturing 

only one basic model of the same brand?   Which are the basic models 

manufactured and marl - ted by each of the international firms operating in 

/Latin America 
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IvKU^ Latin American ana which are the moods derived iron each barde AU 

To what extent weald the vehicle :r;arke+   ¿^t ¡»gainst a rcf'iKtior. In the 

model variety which is actually avc*il..cie ir> the nuijerity oí Lvlin henean 

countries? 
Similar qucs'.ions arise ¿n connexion ;/uh the ff.anufa<*vjr<.-ïv 'f purts 

and componunts.    How many manufacturers of tuch part und   - ;«potte.M ¿re 

required to serve adequately the motor-vehicle manufacturers' »ecu o¿ 

product differentiation and supply reliability?   Which is the minixuur:, plant 

sise of each specialized parts and components industry?   Which iu Ih* re d. 

scope of nation-wide and international standardisation?   These ana oilier 

related questions must be given an adequate answer if a rationalization of 

the automotive industry in Latin America is to be envisaged. 

The frequency of model chango and ex munching tha manufacture of new 

parte and component«, particularly of the major mechanical units of the 

motor vehicle, appears to be another important cost factor ir. t,v> Latin 

American scene.    The home market of the world's big vehicle manufacturers 

requires, with the exception of a few economy cars, a frequent model change. 

the changing transport and environment situation in then*» markets requires 

the incorporation of technical progress into motor-vehicles, thereby 

originating design changes of existing parts and components and the 

éevelopment of new ones.    Last, but not ¿east, the high stanala of living 

in the developed countries'd?rands raor<? and more comforts.    In any 

respect the situation is quite different in Latin America«     However, since 

the engin eeting and product developaent is just in its infant sta^e in this 

region, there is no choice but to adopt the existing solutions.   Moreover, 

the majority of Latin American countries .laist follow the uodel charmes that 

ooeur in the developed countries because   they rely partially cn tiiQ inp^H 

of parts and components from th^e sourc ?s#    The problem of assuring parts 

end components xnterehangeabiiity and of co-ordinating production and 

procurement of these items on a world-wide scale will become cvm more 

Importent in the future than it i» at present.   Which solutions could be 

envisaged that would be satisfactory to all parties involved?   How would 

«Itamative f cr**s of regional and subregicnal integration influence the 

•seres for such solutions?   Wh»t is the present state regarding frequency 

of model change in the different motor-vehicle companies?    Here again the 

findings of the Working Group will certainly be of great value. 

/D» Consideration 
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D.   C-^ntf,?'?•**«»! of bgaic Ir*"**-1*1**1 conditions fEE 

pn^HP^ve lryiii^wr in Latin Amorfa 

As it on te seen fro. the foregoing parts of this doom«*, regional . 
integration of *• automotive industry in latin America «sans abandoning the 
present «eheme of Latin American markets, each on. becoming self-sufficient 
or striving toward, that goal.   It »sans the creation of over the frontier 
buyer-supplier or inter-industrial links and specialisatien of manufacturing 
plants among the «dsting plants and the plant« which tdU be built in the 
future,   eventually some scheme of national specialisation could be conte». 
plated to some group of countries or subregio».   ítem an ideal point of view 
an integration novement embracing the whole of Latin America would be pref•*• 
able to an implementation of subreglenal agreement..   However, the ideal 
solution might not be feasible immediately under the present ecenosle and 
political constraints.   It is now generally accepted «J* Utin American 
economic integration will fbUew two phases - * faster eue between some 
commadtiea of countries and a «lower one in the region as a whole.   It i» 
also accepted that subregional integration will lay the groundwork for 
regional integration.  At the eau» time, it ahoulA be said that regional 
integration does not mean that the goal of national self-sufficiency shouM 
be changed into the same coltivo o« a regional or subreglonal scale.   On 
Hie contrary, one of theehJeeW«»* ^tonal Integration i. «Kjuesttontóly 
to impiove the position of the Latin America» countries in connexion with 

the opportunities that trade offers on a werld>*ide basis. 
In the cae« of the automotive iaéwtry a set of particular condition 

will have to be kept in mind when any ft» of regional or eutoregienel inte- 
gration will be dovised.   8CM of these condition, will be briefly outlined 
for discussion during the meeting of the working Group.   Th. first cuestión 
which will be raised here is hew can the proliferaUen of smnuActaring 
plants of a site too snail Ar economic operation be preventedt   The ob***» 
answer, "through the adjustment of the import duty rates», appears net to 
be entirely satisfactory considering the diotortion of input costs in tao 
Internal markets,   the question of whether seme other mesne could not bo 
devised for the purpose, such as the definition of minimum plant sises 

'••--..- /fe* a 
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for a range of typical manufacturing activities and industries. It is a- 

well-known fact that for a certain industry or product the manufacturing 

cost decreases with growing plant size.   Economic plant size corresponda 

then to the range where manufacturing costs no longer fall substantially 

with increasing plant size.    Moreover, it would be necessary to take into 

account that manpower cost rates differ greatly between l?.tir. American 

countries and industrialized countries.   The corresponding ratio might be 

•s high as five or ten depending on the particular countries on which the 

comparison is based«   Consequently, if the situation relative to uiunufac- 

turing costs and ooraaodity prices of the industrialised countries is 

adopted as a standard or as a target, it could be said that in general the 

economic plant size would be smaller for a Latin American country than 

for an industrialized country.   Of course the economic size of a plant must 

also be studied in connexion with its location because of the transport 

costs intervening in the procurement of raw materials and in th* delivery 

of finished goods.   îhe main question remains, however, whether a range of 

economic plant sizes can be defined with sufficient accuracy for the 

different manufacturing industries of the automotive sector. 

Another main issue of the integration case concerning the autonotive 

Urns in particular, is how the problem of co-ordinating the manufacturing 

and marketing operations on a regional scale can be adequately solvei»   A 

major constraint which has to be considered is that some regional integration 

schemes may perhaps require   the balance of trade currents at least in the 

* initial stages of implementation.   It is recognized that raptor-vehicle 

demand in individual countries and for individual makes of vehicles 

presents noticeable fluctuations in the short term, which cannot always 

te predicted accurately.   Consequently, the question arises as to how the 

requirements of balanced trade, national integration content, and similar 

ones can be fulfilled when procurement, manufacturing and marketing is 

envisaged on a multi-national basis.   A review of the experience gained 

by tiie firms who participate in the programme of exchanging Argentine portu 

and components for Chilean ones would certainly be vej^ instructive. 

fb what extent should complete vehicles be exchanged between 

countries and to what extent parts and components?   The positions supported 

/by the 
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by the Individual automotive indastries .aid individuai compente* differ in 

accordance with their market situation and strategy.    The requisites and . 

pos8ibiiiti.se for ct requiring the production prolamines relative to basic 

model3 and i.uucl varieties, manufactured in the different countries may 

also differ  from ca;e to case.    In several oountriea motor-vehicle 

manufacturers have aüjustea to sorr.e   degree the specifications of parts «id 

components used as original equipment.    These measures have in turn affected 

the product interchangeability within Latin American countries and will 

require spechi  consideration during the formulation of regional 

•complementation progrumes.    Perhaps it oould be within the reach of the 

Working Group to assess the state of the present situation in connexion 

with the products manufactured by each of the participating companies. 

This assessment could also include the scope for a regional standardisation 

of technical specifications corresponding to automotive products and its 

usefulness in connexion with regional integration. 
Finally, consideration has also to be given to the aspect of norie- 

Wide co-ordination of automotive product manufacture and marketing.   It 

cannot be forgotten that the product development is concentrated in toe 

home office   of the international motor-vehicle and parts and componente 

manufacturers and presumably it mil remain concentrated there to a large 

extent and for some time.    Consequently, these international firas will play 

a most important role in co-ordinating their product programmes, not only on 

* regional scale in Latin America, but on a world-wido scale.   Such aspects 

as the need to guarantee product interchangeability within certain 

geographical are*s, the servicing of vehicle fleets with spare parts, and 

the use of alternative sources of &upply,will govern future company decisions 

in this field.   Within the framework of sich a pattern, could then the 

«freezing» of models on a regional scale be considered as a feasible solution 

in view of the cost reductions achieved?   Or would the development of 

special economy models, not subject to frequent design changes, which would 

be marketed universally, be a more acceptable solution?   Here again the 

. opinions expressed during the meeting of the Working Group wiU be of great 

•slue in clarifying these questions. 
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ANNEX I 

flflh supplier industries for the automotive industry 

(see page 13 of text) 

Supplier industry 

Iron and steel industry 

Iron and steel foundries 

forges 

Non-ferrous metal industry 

Sis ousting 

Mechanical Industries 
(including metal-working 
industries) 

Main materials and products 
supplied to the automotive 
industry 

Cold rolled sheets and coils, 
hot rolled plates, sheets and soils 

Special and alloy steels 

Foundry pig iron 

Ferro alloys 

Raw foundry castings (grey iron, 

malleable iron, special iron, * 

steel castings) 

Semi-elaborated products 
manufactured by die-for ging, 
up-setting, etc« 

Aluminium, copper and sine 
materiala and alloys; roiled, 
drawn, extended and moulded 
elaborated products 

Die castod products in 
aluminium and copper «Heys 

Metal stampings 

Locks and fixtures 
tolta, serena and fasteners 
fools and fixtures 
Electro-plated parts 

Machined parts 

Ssat springs «nd frames 

Transmission chains 

Roller bearings 
Seals and gaskets 

Vehicle tools 

/Annex X (Conci,) 



Annex I (Conclusion) 

flrolltr Industry 

Electrical equipment industry 

Bttbbtr products induatgy 

fittile psDduata 1n(hiihfT 

». 

TtXtUa InOUSvnf 

* * 
QHOloal xnduttypy 

m *p til» wtoattTf 

Batteri«* 

Wires and cablea 
ímm toulba and fixturaa for «Mal 
ltBipt 
Auto rmdioe and eleotronio dtvloat 

* 
Tubea and tyrea 

produotà, tranaalatlon balta 
ftftmdbd MnA •nuldad iti fitti* ' 
ttoduotfl 
Mat tritìi and producta Utr 
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